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International Relations

Maxwell’s Demon and the Golden Apple
Global Discord in the New Millennium
Randall L. Schweller
“This is the most original and thought-provoking forecast of future world politics to be published in recent years.”—Foreign Affairs
2014 216 pp., 1 line drawing
978-1-4214-1277-1 $24.95 hardcover Also available as an e-book

Saddam Husayn and Islam, 1968–2003
Ba’thi Iraq from Secularism to Faith
Amatzia Baram
“Many books have been written on Iraq, but none to date offers such a persuasive account of the Ba’th régime’s inner logic.”—Dale Eickelman, Dartmouth College
Woodrow Wilson Center Press
2014 496 pp.
978-1-4214-1582-6 $59.95 hardcover

Rivalry and Alliance Politics in Cold War Latin America
Christopher Darnton
“Indispensable reading for all students of Latin American affairs and of security decisions globally.”—O. A. Westad, author of The Global Cold War: Third World Interventions and the Making of Our Times
2014 304 pp., 11 line drawings
978-1-4214-1361-7 $44.95 paperback Also available as an e-book

Taking to the Streets
The Transformation of Arab Activism
edited by Lina Khatib and Ellen Lust
Debunks the simplistic narratives of youth-driven, social media revolutions in the Arab Spring.
2014 368 pp., 10 halftones
978-1-4214-1312-9 $29.95 paperback Also available as an e-book

Africa Consensus
New Interests, Initiatives, and Partners
Ludger Kühnhardt
“Africa Consensus is the rare book that treats Africa as the complex region that it is. Students of Africa have a new place to begin.”—K. Y. Amoako, President and Founder, African Center for Economic Transformation
Woodrow Wilson Center Press
2014 400 pp., 7 graphs
978-1-4214-1415-7 $44.95 paperback
Scholars, Policymakers, and International Affairs
Finding Common Cause
edited by Abraham F. Lowenthal and Mariano E. Bertucci
How to strengthen both academic research and international policies by improving the connections between scholars and policymakers.
2014 320 pp., 4 line drawings
978-1-4214-1508-6  $29.95 paperback  Also available as an e-book

Beijing’s Economic Statecraft during the Cold War, 1949–1991
Shu Guang Zhang
“A major contribution to our understanding of China’s economic statecraft in particular as well as China’s foreign relations in general.”—Yafeng Xia, Long Island University
Woodrow Wilson Center Press
2014 496 pp.
978-1-4214-1583-3  $65.00 hardcover

The Resilience of the Latin American Right
edited by Juan Pablo Luna and Cristóbal Rovira Kaltwasser
“At a time when studies of the left are proliferating in the discipline, this volume provides a needed new perspective on how the right has played a key role in shaping contemporary Latin American politics.”—Edward L. Gibson, Northwestern University
2014 392 pp., 33 line drawings
978-1-4214-1390-7  $34.95 paperback  Also available as an e-book

Zbig
The Strategy and Statecraft of Zbigniew Brzezinski
edited by Charles Gati
with a foreword by President Jimmy Carter
“Zbig is both a long overdue tribute and a comprehensive, balanced, and much-needed study of Dr. Brzezinski’s extraordinary career.”—Madeleine Albright, former United States Secretary of State
2013 280 pp., 8 b&w illus.
978-1-4214-0976-4  $29.95 hardcover  Also available as an e-book

The Great Game, 1856–1907
Russo-British Relations in Central and East Asia
Evgeny Sergeev
Outstanding Academic Title, Choice Magazine
“Sergeev makes a substantial, indeed impressive and welcome. . . contribution to the historical study of the ‘Great Game’ played out on the ‘chess-board’ of Asia by Russia and Britain.”—Reviews in History
Woodrow Wilson Center Press
2013 552 pp., 5 b&w illus., 2 maps
978-1-4214-1557-4  $39.95 paperback

The Other Population Crisis
What Governments Can Do about Falling Birth Rates
Steven Philip Kramer
“[Its] comparison of five cases of countries with population issues, the policies they have used (or failed to use), and the impact of those policies makes an important contribution.”—Sonya Michel, University of Maryland
Woodrow Wilson Center Press
2013 192 pp.
978-1-4214-1170-5  $29.95 paperback
Clientelism, Social Policy, and the Quality of Democracy
edited by Diego Abente Brun and Larry Diamond
World-renowned scholars explore how political clientelism works and evolves in the context of modern developing democracies.
2014  288 pp., 11 graphs  978-1-4214-1229-0  $34.95 paperback  Also available as an e-book

Mobilizing Democracy
Globalization and Citizen Protest
Paul Almeida
What are the conditions and factors that drive people to protest against government economic policies in the developing world?
2014  216 pp., 20 line drawings  978-1-4214-1409-6  $29.95 paperback  Also available as an e-book

Democracy’s Double-Edged Sword
How Internet Use Changes Citizens’ Views of Their Government
Catie Snow Bailard
“A trailblazing comparative analysis of the effects of Internet use on key political outcomes.”—Michael A. Xenos, University of Wisconsin–Madison
2014  176 pp., 3 halftones, 4 line drawings  978-1-4214-1525-3  $34.95 paperback  Also available as an e-book

Reflections on Uneven Democracies
The Legacy of Guillermo O’Donnell
edited by Daniel Brinks, Marcelo Leiras, and Scott Mainwaring
A tour-de-force analysis of the current state of democracy studies as seen through the scholarly legacy of Guillermo O’Donnell.
2014  432 pp., 19 line drawings  978-1-4214-1460-7  $34.95 paperback  Also available as an e-book

Democratization and Authoritarianism in the Arab World
edited by Larry Diamond and Marc F. Plattner
Three years after the first mass protests of the Arab Spring, senior scholars weigh in on how democracy is faring.
A Journal of Democracy Book
2014  424 pp.  978-1-4214-1418-4  $34.95 paperback  Also available as an e-book

Mexico’s Evolving Democracy
A Comparative Study of the 2012 Elections
edited by Jorge I. Domínguez, Kenneth F. Greene, Chappell H. Lawson, and Alejandro Moreno
“ A structured and sophisticated conversation about the main changes and continuities, as well as the challenges and opportunities, that elections present to the country of Mexico.”—Francisco E. González, author of Creative Destruction? Economic Crises and Democracy in Latin America
2014  304 pp., 3 halftones, 15 line drawings, 1 map  978-1-4214-1554-3  $55.00 hardcover  Also available as an e-book
Violence after War
Explaining Instability in Post-Conflict States
Michael J. Boyle
“Fills a large void in our understanding of post-conflict violence and does so with tremendous insight and detail. I recommend it highly.”
—Monica Duffy Toft, University of Oxford
2014 448 pp., 8 b&w illus.
978-1-4214-1257-3 $69.95 hardcover Also available as an e-book

Great Powers, Small Wars
Asymmetric Conflict since 1945
Larisa Deriglazova
A sophisticated appraisal of the problem of asymmetric conflict in the post–World War II period.
Woodrow Wilson Center Press
2014 408 pp., 10 b&w illus., 20 graphs
978-1-4214-1412-6 $60.00 hardcover

Gender and the Long Postwar
The United States and the Two Germanys, 1945–1989
edited by Karen Hagemann and Sonya Michel
How gender factored into politics and society in the United States and East and West Germany in the aftermath of World War II.
Woodrow Wilson Center Press
978-1-4214-1413-3 $49.95 paperback

Defect or Defend
Military Responses to Popular Protests in Authoritarian Asia
Terence Lee
Why do certain militaries brutally suppress popular demonstrations, while others support the path to political liberalization by backing mass social movements?
2014 272 pp., 8 line drawings
978-1-4214-1516-1 $59.95 hardcover Also available as an e-book

Thinking beyond Boundaries
Transnational Challenges to U.S. Foreign Policy
edited by Hugh P. Liebert, John Griswold, and Isaiah Wilson III
Managing a national response to transnational, boundary-crashing events requires leaders to link the strategic tools of defense, diplomacy, and development.
2014 256 pp., 3 line drawings, 6 maps
978-1-4214-1529-1 $24.95 paperback Also available as an e-book

Click here for examination copy information
Security Studies

Seizing Power
The Strategic Logic of Military Coups
Naunihal Singh

“Naunihal Singh’s highly original analysis of military coups rightly puts the dynamics within the military front and center.”—Nicolas van de Walle, Cornell University

2014 264 pp., 6 b&w illus. 978-1-4214-1336-5 $59.95 hardcover Also available as an e-book

The Myth of the Democratic Peacekeeper
Civil-Military Relations and the United Nations
Arturo C. Sotomayor

“This myth-shattering book will be the standard reference on Latin American peacekeepers for years to come.”—David Pion-Berlin, University of California, Riverside

2013 280 pp., 1 map, 4 graphs 978-1-4214-1213-9 $39.95 paperback Also available as an e-book

Armed Political Organizations
From Conflict to Integration
Benedetta Berti

How do armed groups operate simultaneously as violent actors with bullets and political candidates with ballots?

2013 256 pp., 2 b&w illus. 978-1-4214-0974-0 $49.95 hardcover Also available as an e-book

Forging China’s Military Might
A New Framework for Assessing Innovation
edited by Tai Ming Cheung

“High-quality, cutting-edge research on China’s defense industries.”—Andrew Scobell, RAND Corporation

2014 304 pp., 15 b&w illus. 978-1-4214-1158-3 $24.95 paperback Also available as an e-book

Energy and Security
Strategies for a World in Transition
second edition
edited by Jan H. Kalicki and David L. Goldwyn

“A welcome contrast to the shrill tone and extreme positions staked out by many authors addressing these matters.”—Middle East Quarterly

Woodrow Wilson Center Press

2013 664 pp., 49 line drawings 978-1-4214-1186-6 $35.00 paperback Also available as an e-book

National Security through a Cockeyed Lens
How Cognitive Bias Impacts U.S. Foreign Policy
Steve A. Yetiv

“An interesting read for anyone seeking to understand how seemingly poor decisions can be made at critical junctures.”—Middle East Journal

2013 168 pp. 978-1-4214-1125-5 $24.95 paperback Also available as an e-book
Summer in the City
John Lindsay, New York, and the American Dream
edited by Joseph P. Viteritti
The history, policies, and legacy of John Lindsay, mayor of New York City from 1966 to 1973.
2014 304 pp., 13 b&v illus., 7 graphs
978-1-4214-1262-7  $29.95 paperback  Also available as an e-book

Pain
A Political History
Keith Wailoo
In this history of American political culture, Wailoo examines why and how pain and compassionate relief has been a battleground for defining the line between society’s liberal trends and conservative tendencies.
2014 296 pp., 11 halftones, 4 line drawings
978-1-4214-1365-5  $29.95 hardcover  Also available as an e-book

Bureaucracy and Self-Government
Reconsidering the Role of Public Administration in American Politics
second edition
Brian J. Cook
“A provocative argument . . . [that] provides extensive evidence of the potency of the instrumental conception of the bureaucracy for American politicians.”—Political Science Quarterly
978-1-4214-1552-9  $29.95 paperback  Also available as an e-book

Protesting Affirmative Action
The Struggle over Equality after the Civil Rights Revolution
Dennis Deslippe
“A welcome examination of affirmative action opposition in the often-overlooked period before Bakke.”—Choice
2012 296 pp.
978-1-4214-1370-9  $29.95 paperback  Also available as an e-book

The New Politics of Old Age Policy
third edition
edited by Robert B. Hudson
“A comprehensive, broad-ranging overview of the politics of aging, The New Politics of Old Age Policy makes an important contribution to our understanding of contemporary aging issues.”—Larry Polivka, The Claude Pepper Center
2014 296 pp., 22 line drawings
978-1-4214-1487-4  $34.95 paperback  Also available as an e-book

Nonprofits and Advocacy
Engaging Community and Government in an Era of Retrenchment
edited by Robert J. Pekkanen, Steven Rathgeb Smith, and Yutaka Tsujinaka
“Provides a most welcome collection of excellent empirical chapters on key aspects of nonprofit advocacy on national and subnational levels.”—Kirsten A. Gronbjerg, Indiana University
2014 320 pp., 25 line drawings
978-1-4214-1349-5  $44.95 paperback  Also available as an e-book
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